
As the conflicts between the Sol Enclaves and their neighbours gathered pace in intensity, armoured vehicles 
were being destroyed at an alarming rate, along with their experienced crew. It could take months to train up 
new crew for Anvils fresh off the production line, which needed be at the forefront of the battle yesterday.  
 
The Sol Enclaves’ answer was to upgrade Anvils with an enclosed crew compartment, considerably increasing 
the survivability of those within. If the Anvil was knocked out, they could far more easily escape from the 
mangled wreckage and hopefully evade enemy contact until reaching friendly lines. The project proved 
extremely successful, as the surviving crewmen were able to put their hard-learnt skills to good use once 
again, as long as they received some well earned R&R beforehand... 

Anvil tank crew 

Sol enclaves 

Squad composition - 10 Req per Squad. 
• 1x Anvil Tank Crew Unit with M13 pistols and Frag Grenades.   

  
-Grenades (Frag) 

         

 

        

Weapons 

SPECIAL RULES 
-Free Command: Run and Gun After completing an Advance, Retreat or Unique Command (while Dismounted), 
this Unit may immediately carry out a Free Engage using this weapon, but counts as having only 1 Attack. 

    

    

    

ACCURACY 6+ 10+ N/A N/A 

DAMAGE 1 1 0 0 

• Attachment - Instead of being bought as its own Unit, the Anvil Tank Crew Unit must be bought as an 
upgrade to a friendly Anvil from the same Detachment. Despite not being a Transport, the Anvil Tank Crew 
count as being transported within the Anvil, and cannot choose to Dismount nor can they be chosen to 
activate independently of the Anvil. Once the host Anvil is Destroyed, and assuming the Anvil Tank Crew 
survive, they then operate as a separate Squad for the rest of the battle. Anvil Tank Crews benefit from 
the Fight Another Day Ability below: 

 
Fight Another Day: While the Anvil Tank Crew are alive, the host Anvil never counts as destroyed for the 

purpose of HVTs. In addition, while the Tank Crew are in the AO, the host Anvil counts as 2 OPs instead of 5 
for the purpose of enemy scoring Objective Points in missions where this is relevant.   


